KEY DISRUPTIONS THIS MONTH

The following disruptions to campus life due to construction can be expected:

A. Trienens Performance Center: Building complex will open 15 November. North sections will close over Winter Recess for completion of new lighting. Truck deliveries along Ashland leading up to the opening.

B. Tech A/B Infill: Interior lab improvements will continue through May 2020. North Tech Drive is open with sporadic restrictions.

C. Evanston Water Reservoir: City of Evanston project to demolish and reconstruct the existing reservoir through Summer 2021. Lincoln Street / Campus Drive are open with intermittent disruptions; flaggers will be present. Pedestrian detours in place. No construction on home football Saturdays.


E. Patten Gym/Gleacher Golf: North portion of building will open 10 November. Renovation continues in south area through December. Small fenced area in south parking lot.

F. Central Utility Plant: Replacement of underground utility line between plant and circle drive, with lane restrictions, through December.

G. Alice Millar Chapel: Underground utility work in alley through December. Alley will be closed to vehicles and pedestrians, with detour signage. Parking restrictions along east side of alley.

H. Fisk/Locy Utility Tunnel: Phased utility work to continue through February 2020. East-west pedestrian access will be detoured. Increased construction traffic with flaggers.